Installation & Use Instructions
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Failure to follow these instructions may result in death, serious injury, and/or property damage. Do not install or use this product unless the instructions within this manual have been carefully read and understood.

A. The Springfree Ground Anchor is only for use on Springfree trampolines.

B. Before installation, check for underground power, gas, telephone, water, and other utility lines and pipes. Failure to do so could result in serious or fatal injury.

C. Place the trampoline on a flat level surface with impact attenuating properties such as grass and ensure that it is sufficiently stable to prevent it from tipping over and/or blowing away.

D. Soil types vary. In order to install the anchor pegs in hard soils, you may need to wet the ground beforehand.

E. If you have rocky terrain or are unable to install the pegs to their full depth, you must find an alternative method for securing your trampoline.

The anchors cannot be relied upon to secure your trampoline if they are not fully and properly installed.

F. To prevent tripping, stubbing your toe, or damage to the trampoline, ensure the pegs are installed to their full depth. We also suggest marking the location of your ground anchors in the event that landscaping or long grass hides the top of the anchors.

G. Take extra precaution around the anchors when mowing the lawn.

H. Periodically inspect the anchors to ensure they are secure because soil conditions may change over time.

If you anticipate severe weather, consider lowering the enclosure, moving the trampoline to a sheltered location or disassembling the trampoline completely. Springfree Trampoline is not responsible for any damages caused as a result of unforeseen anchoring conditions or by acts of nature or for any trampoline or trampoline accessories that blow away. Properly anchoring the trampoline and any attached accessories is the responsibility of the consumer.
**WARNING** - Before installation, check for underground power, gas, telephone, water, and other utility lines and pipes. Failure to do so could result in serious or fatal injury.

**NOTE** - On oval and round trampolines, we recommend positioning the anchors on either side of the trampoline. For square trampolines, place the anchors on opposite corners. For the S155 model, 4 anchors are required.

- Place the anchor over the middle of the trampoline leg with the center post firmly positioned in the centre of the anchor.
- Position the second anchor in similar fashion on the leg on the opposite side of the trampoline.
- Use a rubber mallet to hammer the pegs into the ground. We recommend alternating between a front peg and a back peg during installation to ensure the anchor is tight against the leg.
- Ensure all of the pegs are installed to their full depth.
Insert the end of a screwdriver through the hole in the top of the anchor peg as pictured above. Apply downward pressure on the screwdriver handle, lifting the anchor peg partially out of the ground. The anchor peg will now be loose enough to remove by hand. Alternatively, push the screwdriver all the way through and use it as a handle while pulling upwards. Repeat process on all remaining anchor pegs until removed. Do not discard pegs as these are reusable.

**WARNING** - Be aware of potential pinch points when using a screwdriver as a lever. Wear safety glasses while preforming this procedure.

**NOTE** - If anchors have been installed for some time, soak the ground immediately around the anchor a day or two prior to removal.